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ABSTRACT

This project titled “Development of a web based application of complain portal”. The purpose of our project is solving issues on various fields. We face various kinds of problems in our day to day life. Sometime there is a damaged road, unwanted load Shedding or sewerage problem. We don’t know where to complain or where to inform. We tried to build a system where anyone can give information or give complain about this type of problem. Anyone can complain to authority just through a simple web application. User can complain through registration or without registration. There will be phone number to identify the user or complainer. User will be notified after receiving the complaint via email. Authority will be notified about the problem. After taking the required action the complainer will be notified again through email or text on phone. By this application we are trying to solve some problems we face on daily life. Hope it will help a lot of people.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

In our society we face different types of problems everyday like broken roads, blocked sewerage lines, electric line damage and so on. Some of them can be solved by the people of the society and some cannot be. Some time it needs proper equipment’s to solve a particular problem. But the main problem is focusing the problem to the respected organization.

If they do not know about the problem they will not come to solve it. So that at first we need something that will be a media to present out problems to them. From that concept this idea to make a website that can connect people with different government organization like WASA, PWD, City Corporation, etc. came to our mind.

In our country we do not have any web application that can directly present people’s problems to the respected authority. Therefore we came up with this idea to make a website to inform our problems to be solved.

Now a days problems like broken road, blocked sewerage line are very common and if they are not fixed in time it becomes difficult to solve later. At the same time it also creates more problems in our life. To avoid those extra waste of time, money, man power and resources we came up with this idea to create a website to inform respected authority about their respected problems to be solved on the right time.

Expected outcome of the project is developing a website that will have features of making complain with proper document to a selected organization. As all government organizations will be found in one website people will not need to visit multiple websites to make complain, so this will save everyone’s valuable time. Moreover maybe it is not possible for all the organizations to find out problems, updates, status of their service, so it will be helpful for them to get updates and take necessary steps according to the situation as soon as possible.
1.2 Motivation
In developing country like Bangladesh, we face a lot of problem because of we don’t have required maintenance. Authority is not informed in right process.

The system will provide an easy system to send complaints to specific authority in low cost and without any problem. In real life we don’t have correct information about where to complaint, to whom to complain. Moreover if we know the information, then we have to face a lot of procedure. This long procedures discourage a lot of people to talk about the problems they face on their day to day life.

In Bangladesh we don’t see lots researches and tasks regarding this discipline. So we’ve got attempted to do an assignment to construct an internet portal to conquer this problem. This is our first model, we will endeavor to create it more.

1.3 Objectives
Our intention is creating a web portal for gathering complaints about problems in our real life. As we can say in our electricity problem, water problem, road damage problem, transportation problem, gas supply problem. Anyone can just go to our website and inform us about the problem. The website will provide a system to complain to required authority. Our intention is to help normal people to talk about their problem and send information to exact authority.

This is the era of digitalization. This era demands online supporting platform for every aspect of our life. No more queue to an office, no more paper documents. Besides that, availability to internet is increasing day by day .So we have proposed a system of complaining through a website. Easy access to all possible people to complain about their sufferings.
1.4 Expected Outcome

Our project purpose is to build a web application which can help us to complain easily and effectively. The website will be maintained by an admin. There be some authority under admin, who will be given access to this portal. They will maintain the complaint and send feedback to complainers. This authorities will inform real life authorities to solve the problem.

- Complainer will go to website to and send complaints
- Authority will be received a notification.
- Real life authority will solve the problem.

1.5 Report Layout

The project is consist of five chapters. In report layout all chapter is condensed. We tried to summarize all the chapters. The summarization is given below:

1. In chapter one, we gave an introduction to our complaint portal. We discussed its objective, motivation and expected output.
2. In second chapter we discussed about the literature review of the projects have been done before on complaint portal.
3. In chapter four there are discussion on the methodology we used on this project. Then we discussed about application development. We tried to give answer how we developed the project.
4. Chapter four is about result and discussion. We tried to analyze the output. Some of the components were explained with figure.
5. Chapter five is about conclusion. In this chapter we explained our future plan on this project.
CHAPTER 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we basically discussed about background study on complaint web portal. We discussed about few similar approaches that resembles our attempt. We discussed about what could be possible outcome.
The concept of this complaint portal is simple. The process is easy. Whenever a person face any kind of problem, but don’t know where to complain, then he or she will go to this website and write down his or her problem. User must include a photo of the problem. User must give his phone number, so that we can track him down. As a result we can inform the user about the progress. Moreover, there won’t be any spamming. This will be simple medium of communication of general people and the authority of City Corporation or any kind of organization who are in charge of public service.

2.2 Related works
We are going to recapitulate about some national and international complaint portals available.

1. EPA: EPA is an American complain portal where anyone can complain about environmental protection. If anyone feel environment is in danger because of certain people or organization can visit their website and make a complaint to this authority. They are trying to provide accurate information about environment management and pollution to reduce risk against human health and environmental degradation.[1]

2. IDEM: IDEM’s full meaning is Indiana Department of Environmental Management. This website is a medium to file report about polluting activities. They take first action in response to complaint within 30 days of receiving the complaint and address the each complaint within 90 days. The site don’t need
any personal information like name, phone numbers or social security number to file a complaint.[2]

3. LAPOR: LAPOR is an Indonesian complaint site. If someone have any kind of problem they are trying to solve by informing government and concerning authority via web platform, they can use LAPOR. LAPOR was launched in 2011. The meaning of “LAPOR” in English is report. The idea was, if there is a broken bridge near your home or if there are poor service in a hospital or if you want to make a copy of your lost national id card, how you will access your authority? So they launched this website.[3]

4. Grievance redress system Bangladesh: there is a website of Bangladesh government to complain. They named it Grievance redress system. Currently beta version of this website is running. It is maintained by a2i. If someone complain here they will notify the complainer through email and sms. Definitely it is an appreciable project by a2i and Bangladesh government.[4]

5. CPGRAMS: CPGRAMS stands for Centralized Public Grievance Redress and Monitoring System. It is a project of Indian government to reduce grievance on various fields. The service is open 24/7. This project is an attempt to centralized Grievance redress system. That means a simple platform where you can complain about anything. [5]

6. San Antonio portal: This site is mainly used for San Antonio city, a city of Texas. Where citizen of San Antonio can complain about the difficulties they face in the city. Citizen can use the site, use the android app, call to helpline, tweet or use the site to complain. Citizens can complain about pet animals problems, garbage recycling, tax payments, transportation etc.[6]
7. Illinois Commerce Commission: It is an organization of Illinois. It is a quasi-judicial tribunal. It conducts public utility services. It has a complaint service. It resolves consumer complaints. Anyone can file an informal complaint. [7]

8. Texas Commission on Environmental Quality: This is an institution on environmental quality. They basically works with air, land, water quality. [8]

9. Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor: It is a helping concern of Indiana government where someone can complain about consumer rights. [9]

10. BMET complain system: It is a site to help complainer. It is also a Bangladeshi complaint system. BMET stands for Bureau of Manpower Employment and Training. They work with manpower employment. Their complain portal is for the people of Bangladesh who are immigrant and working outside of Bangladesh. If they are cheated by their Employer Company, agencies who took them to work abroad or agents they can complain here. Obviously it is appreciable work. [10]

11. Gold Coast complain portal: Gold Coast is a city of Australia. The authority of this city has different sites for their work. The site we are talking about is mainly for citizen of Gold Coast. They can report problem about animals, city parks and beaches, development compliance, graffiti rubbish and illegal dumping, noise, pollution, public health and safety, roads and footpaths, vehicles, water and sewer. [11]

12. Queensland Government reporting system: Queensland an Australian city has a reporting system for their citizens. The reporting system we are discussing mainly used for pollution reporting. Air, water, soil, environmental nuisance, water problem and illegal dumping. Anyone can report their problem. [12]

13. MACC complaint management system: MACC stands for Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission. This is an anti-corruption commission. They have a
complaint management system where anyone can report about corruption. With proper documents and evidence victim can file a report online[13]

14. Hookumi, Qatar e-government: Hookumi is Qatar e-government system where there is a feature for e-complain. There is several department. There are different departments for different ministries. [14]

2.3 Comparative studies
From previous discussed we can easily say that the platforms we have discussed are individually used for some problems. But there is no specific web portal which can be used for centralized complaint system. The web portals we have discussed are individual sites for complaining.

Out of the previous related work done concerning customer complaint, the most recent research was: Razali et al. (2011) develop a new complaint management system called (e-Aduan) as a platform for UiTM Pahang’s customers to complaint and comment regarding the services and facilities provided by the university. [15]

The user friendliness of our web site is an asset. On the other hand the portal we have mentioned above are not so much user friendly. Where we gave our best effort to make our project as friendly as possible.

Though the response time of our web portal is comparatively low. Where the response time of those site is higher. As we had limited time and resources, we did our best as we can. In future development we will work with that.

2.4 Scope of the problem
The scope of the problems we have mentioned above is great. We can create a new system where people can easily submit their problems. We can work with the data we will receive from the complainers.

As we mentioned before there is centralized system for complaining, where any one can submit their any kind of problem. Surely it has a great scope to work in future. We hope that someday this application can bring huge change on our system.

Work can be progressed with user friendliness and we can motivate people to submit more problems. As a result the traffic on the web portal can be increased.
More development can be done in the field of response time. Mass people don’t want to waste their time on this type of thing. So we must work with this problem. We want to develop a system where complaining to authority won’t be thought as a problem too.

Government can work with the data and can bring huge changes on the rural and urban development process. As Bangladesh is now a developing country, this type of problems should be solved as soon as possible.

2.5 Challenges
Though there are great scopes to work on, besides that there are great challenges to. We are going to emphasize on the challenges we are going to face in this field. We know internet is not widely available in Bangladesh. Though there are available connection of internet in Dhaka and other cities of Bangladesh, the connection or availability of internet in rural area is very poor. If someone needs to complain via our system they must have internet connection. I hope we are going to overcome this problem. Moreover that, complainer must need upload a photo or video of the problem, so that admin or authority can identify the problem. So we can easily say that complainer must need a camera or at least smart phone to capture the problem.

Second problem is popularization of the system. Though we have built a successful system, but we must remember complainer or users are the heart this system. The more complainer we get, the more system will be the useful. It will encourage us to development in future. So we must popularize the system.

Third problem is future development and maintenances. As we have limited resources and financial solvency, it will be hard for us, if we don’t get any sponsor or fund to run the system and make further development. We hope, we will get some funds on this project to make it more updated.
CHAPTER 3
Requirement Specification

3.1 Business Process Modeling

To play out a role complainer need to begin a program and go to the site page of Complain Portal. At that point the client must choose the Complain Us choice to make the complaint. In the structure there is a few options where somebody will have the capacity to make a choice and among them the correct one must be chosen. There will be a few required data that should be topped off accurately and client must transfer photograph or any record as the evidence of grumble. At the point when the client transfers or sends photo and every one of the information are given effectively information will be put away to the database.

A fruitful grumble will trigger a warning to the administrator and expert who is allowed to get to the site and view complaints. Later on the client or individual who influenced grumble to will get a warning as the expert have seen his complaint and will make important strides against it. Than the procedure will end. The information stream outline of the entire procedure is given beneath

![Figure 3.1: BPMN of a web based application of complaint portal](image)
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3.2 Requirement Collection and Analysis

From the above discussion we are almost clear about the requirements. The requirements are discussed below.

We need a complain module. A complain module will help us or user to submit their complaint. We will need to build a form setup. The form will collect data from the complainer. The form will help us to organize the data sequentially which data to be save and which data to remove. In form there will be several sections to collect data. Such as name, email id, phone number, national ID card, locations, problem descriptions and a photo of problem.

To save the data we need a database. Database will save the data permanently. All the data will be used for further and investigations. So we need to build a good database with proper connections.

We need to build a notification module to notify the admin and authorities who are in charge of the web portal. The notification module will notify the admin and authorities about the complaint submitted by the complainer this will trigger in notification which will be sent to dashboard of admin and authorities. To do all these things we need a local server to test the applications we need a framework to build the system. For this reason we will walk with codeigniter which is a php based framework. It's an open source software which helps to developers to develop dynamic websites. This Framework will help us to secure the system, to support the community, to utilize the resources and make the updates available.

We need to choose a development methods to develop our web application. In this application we used agile a method as a process of development. It helped us to develop the system in a proper way as far possible. We went through some states like requirements analysis planning design development release and track and monitoring.
3.3 Use Case Modeling and Description

In use case modelling me you will see the actors of this system where we can see there are three types of actors. Firstly the user for complainer secondly the admin at last there is a role for authority. In our system a user or Complain can create profile and can upload complaint the role of admin is create profile and he will see the uploaded complaint he must login to play a role as admin. He can see the details of uploaded complaint. Moreover he can authorize the complaint. Admin can points of as authority. The people who will apply for the role of authority will be appointed by and verified by admin without the authorization of admin no one can be appointed an authority.

Figure 3.2: Use case modeling of a web based application of complaint portal
3.4 Logical Data Modeling

Now we will explain the logical data model of this process. Logical data model helps non-IT people to understand a model.

Figure 3.3: Logical data modeling of a web based application of complaint portal

We can see here Complain is consist of several data. Such as Thana details, post office details, department details complainer details. This several details will help to for a complete complain. If there is an error the complaint won't completed. So we have understand the relations between different data of this system.
3.5 Design Requirements

We will talk about design requirements for this system. There are few things that must be

Main functionality of our system is, it will help the users to submit their problems or complaints or their grievances. This will be a centralized platform to submit all kind of problems such as pollution, traffic problem, sewerage problem, electricity problem environmental degradation etc.

Besides that there will be scope to read newspapers from outside. There will be another section to watch online TV. There will be also a feature of finding the current position or place. We have also added a feature to know about post office info. User will give the post office name he will get the postal code or user will give postal code the system will return post office name. There are some features for previously uploaded problems or incidents. There will be archive and gallery to know about the past complaints.

Complaints the capacity of a system is not so much satisfactory. We have been this project or web portal as a prototype. Now it can help very few number of people. But we have a planning to enhance the system in broader scale.

We tried to build a system which can be customized if it's needed. As we know the platform or requirements can be changed at any time. We know the technology is advancing on their own way. So customizability is an important thing for any kind of system that is why we tried our best to make the system as customizable as possible,

We used several types of languages in the system search SQL, PHP, JavaScript, jQuery Json ajax and PHP basically we used a Framework based on PHP the name is codeigniter. To manage bigger quotes teeth help us to manage bigger codes
Chapter 4
Design Specification

4.1 Front-End Design

As we previously explained this is an online complain box where people will upload complain to respected departments for solutions. This web application have multiple webpages with different features. Those features are explained below with proper figure and description.

In the figure 4.1, it is the homepage of the application. When a user enter into the website he will be able to see this part where it has different menu bars as Home, About, Video, Newspaper, Find Place, Live TV, Post Office Info, Registration, Login and Others. Home page refers to the index page of the site, which is also the Home page of the website. About section describes about the website and why it is created. Video section contains some recent topics and public uploads. In the newspaper section people will able to read popular newspaper if they want. Using find place user will be able to locate a place. In live TV some popular channels will be available for the users. If user need to know the postal code of his area he can find it through the Post office Info. Anyone will be able apply for the admin position through the registration form for an organization. Admins and moderators will be able to log in through the login page. Other menu contains gallery and public uploads.
There is also a slideshow of some photos that can anything like recent events, any major problem and so on. It can be changed by the admin of the page. In the center there is a section called “Complain US?” which will create a popup complain form when triggered. According to the figure 4.2, complain box require some information like name, phone, NID, email, address and information about complain type. It also require some document to verify the complaint. If the complainer want to add some description about complain he also be able to do that. Any empty slot on the form will not let the complaint happen. So user must fill up all the boxes.

The complaint list on the home page will view complains in different techniques or style. Those shorting can be divided in different sections like road problem, air pollution, water, soil pollution, corruption etc. Though different type of problems are listed, but most recent problems will be visible to the top of the list.
Figure 4.2: User Interface of the Complain form
On the figure 4.4, it can be seen that on the newspaper section several popular Bangla and English newspapers are available. It is a simple process like click and visit to the newspapers online directory.
This feature also help people to know news of all around the world in a few clicks and as both top Bangla and English newspapers are available people don’t need to find each one on separate places.

From the Live TV menu of figure 4.5 people will be able to browse their expected TV channel. Now a days, most of the people are dependent on internet rather than TV to watch programs. So as there is a lot of TV servers are included in this website they do not need to search randomly for a TV channel. Like the online newspaper it is also a click and visit process.

There is also a problem counter in our website. As we can see in figure 4.6, problem counter will count the number of problems solved, running problems, hold processing and remaining. Each time a problem or complain uploaded it will increase the number of remaining problems. When it is waiting to be solved, remaining will decrees and hold position will increase. When people are working on it, running problem will increase and hold position will decrease. When it is solved, solved problems number will increase.

![Complain Portal](image)

**Figure 4.5:** Live TV Menu
In the login page from figure 4.7, a user must have a user name and a password to access to the dashboard, which is also known as admin panel. Without an access username and password no one is allowed to enter the dashboard. An admin will be able to control the website according to his level. Top admin will be responsible for all the control of the website. Secondary admins will be able to control only their own sector of the website.

In the section Videos and Public Uploads there will be some related videos of the website like instructions about how to use the website and other necessary things and recent public uploaded videos from the section public upload as we can see in figure 4.8 given below.
In the about section there is a short description about the website and why and for whom it has been created. This section also refers that to whom this website is serving. According to the figure 4.9 it says that this website was created to serve the Bangladesh government and was created by the Daffodil International University students.

In the figure 4.10 we can see that there is an option called upload video is visible that will be used by the general users to upload any relevant video and incident.
There is a contact form at the end of the webpage. If anyone wants to contact with anyone or any admin of the website or the authority can use this form to do that.

This form only need some simple information like name, email, subject or topic of the message and the body of the message. Submitting the message will make it saved to the website and admin will get a notification. If any user want to find any location to the map he will be able to use the map on the website.

4.2 Back-End Development

After logging in an admin will be able to see a page like figure 4.12. There is some options like authority, all complaint list, user management and rules and permissions etc.
each of those options have their separate features and tasks. By clicking back to the website button user will be able to come back to the main home page of the website.

Figure 4.12: Dashboard Homepage

In the authority information section admin will be able to see add the authority related persons information and it is also possible to add authority information to the website. An authority can be active or inactive.

Figure 4.13 Authority Info

In the all user section all the users’ information will be available including their name, designation, username, email, role, photo and status. Admin will be able to delete a user or edit user information.
Figure 4.14: All Users List of the Registered Users

In this section all the available messages regarding a complaint from the users will be visible to the admin. This complain message section includes complain topic, message, document, status etc.

Figure 4.15: Messages sent by the users

This section describes the roles of the admins of the website and what kind of admin they are. As we know that admin level differ their power and control to the website. So it is important to identify each one of them correctly.
If super admin wants to add role to another lower level admin he can do it using this section. In here, admin need to select a role name, update the permission of the role and status of the role. Successful role update will increase or decrease the power of a role.

In this section the admin will be able to define permissions for a user admin. For a particular permission admin has to stay on his limit and he will be able to perform only some selected tasks. In this sector there is several options for a role like role selection, complain list selection, admin type selection, appearance, user management, CTL menu and roles & permissions, etc.
4.3 Interaction Design and UX

There are various dimensions of interaction designs. Which can be described as words, visual representation, physical objects or space, time and behavior. In our system we have worked hard to maintain the above characteristics.

The words we use in this system are meaningful to user. Who tried to use simple and easy words so that user can use the system easily? Moreover we tried to use most commonly used words. The words which are used by common people in day to day life. Hard or rarely used words make a system less user friendly. We tried our best to maintain this rule.

In visual representation part we tried to make the system user friendly. So that complaining will become easy to complainer. We used flat colors and commonly used
symbols and buttons. The form type we used are mostly commonly used. As a result user won't fumble to make a decision

The system is mainly built for PC user. There will be some work on Android platform so that android user can easily access this system. This type of Android platform will help us to popularize the system. As more Android user we get we will be benefited from more complaint.

Last point is behavior. Our system is little bit slowly. We need to do more work on response time and loading time.

In UX design Part we ran some surveys online to understand who could be the possible user of the system. We take some interviews and make questionnaire to develop the UX. Lastly we tested the system. We ran different types of testing. We made usability testing, remote user testing to understand how the UX can work better. After going through several testing and modifying the system we have ended with the current system.

4.4 Implementation Requirements
As this project is a web based application, it needs different languages and platforms to build. Like all other web application HTML and CSS was used in this project. PHP was used as server side language to connect it with database and create different logical operations. For the database phpMyAdmin was used to store data for both admin panel and complain box. SQL injection and other basic security breach was prevented using php. As for test run it required a temporary server, so that localhost using xampp was used as the temporary server. We used bootstrap 4 to make the website responsive in different platforms and cross-browser compatibility. JavaScript was used for client side scripting language. JQuery was used to make the plugins work properly. MySQL was used to maintain relational database management system. We used JSON for serializing and transmitting structured data. We used AJAX to create the dynamicity of the web
pages. After all, we used CodeIgniter as our main base. CodeIgniter is strong, powerful framework. It helps us MVC format. MVC worked with model, view, and control format. MVC. CodeIgniter helps to manage bigger codes.

From the beginning of the life every day we are developing step by step. But with new technology and innovation it is speeding up every moment. At the very beginning of human life people lived in caves, had to move out for food. Later they invented fire, discovered alternative way of making food, created paths to travel. Moreover every day we are learning new things that is changing our life. But with this change some problems also came to our life. Our society decided to divide them into sectors so that it will be easy to solve those problems. But before solving those problems need to be found first.

4.5 System development

Here is the system architecture of our system. We tried our best to explain it.

![System Architecture Diagram](image-url)

Figure 4.19: System architecture
To understand our project, firstly we need to understand the system architecture. We tried to explain the system architecture here.

In the above figure there are two parts. First one is named complainer and authority. Second one is named admin. In first picture we explained the architecture and work process between complainer and authority. At the very beginning the complaint data is going to be saved in database. Then the process got separated in two paths. First path is reaching admin. Admin got notified by a simple notification. Then the admin sends an email to complainer. Complainer received an email. The process has terminated there. In second path the data from database going through a decision making. The decision is about which department to reach complain. As there are several authorities and complainer had already selected the required department, the data will reach required admin. After reaching the authority the complainer will get an email from authority to. The process will again terminate to complainer.

From second figure we can understand the data processing. When someone will fill up the document, there will be multiple document what should processed. The data must be submitted properly. After processing the data will be saved to a database. The system will generate a notification. The notification will notify admin about the complaint. Admin will check the data after getting notification. Then complainer will get an email and authority will be notified.
Chapter 5
Implementation and Testing

5.1 Implementation of Database

In this section we will explain the database we used for this projects. The tables we used in database is going to be explained. The connection between database tables is explained. How and why tables were created and there uses will be very clear after this section.

In our development process we take help of xampp as it helped us to create a local server for test and deployment purpose. We tested our web application and update it with the help of xampp.

We created a local server with the assistance of xampp. As we needed a mysql database and xampp helped us to do that. It provides GUI for mysql database. Our all project is result of assistance of xampp. As our site is a php based, so we must needed xampp.

Suppose at the very beginning we have create adatabase called complain_portal, Where all data we used in this project is saved. we can see different tables. they are being used for different purpose, but every one of them is important.
Here we can see the table we have created for the authorities. All the authorities are appointed by admin. This table is a prototype, which shows how will be the data of authorities will be saved. We can see there are authority ID, authority name, authority status. As example we have given several names such as city Corporation authority south, city Corporation authority north, road and Highway authority, wasa authority etc. The name of the authorities will be saved. There will be authority ID to identify the authorities separately.
This table is called complain info. In this table the data of complaining info will be saved serial we can see the added rows called complainer ID, complainer name, complaint details, complain image video , complain earphone, complaint Email, complainer address, complain to, complan created, complainer national ID, complainer gender, date, complain Thana, complain word ,complaint road No, notification status .these are the all details about th authority . The row caled complaint to is mainly connected to authority table. This will help to identify which authority will be notified after the complaint. This will also help us to understand who is in the incharge of the department.
This table is created to save the contact data, where we can see the contact details are saved. The data which are saved are name, contact number, email.

![Figure 5.5: Media Table in Database](image)

This table is created for saving the images. All the images uploaded by complainers will be saved in this table.

![Figure 5.6: Pages Name Table in Database](image)

The name of this table is pages_name, where we can see ID, status, page order. All the necessary pages and the datas will be saved in this table.
Figure 5.7: Permission Table in Database

The name of the table is permissions. In this table all the permissions given by admin and authorities will be saved.

Figure 5.8: Post Code Table in Database

The name of the table is postal_codes. In this table all the postal codes required to complain will be saved. As a prototype we have only saved the postal codes of dhaka city. In further development we will save all the postal codes all over the bangladesh. This step will help complainer from all over bangladesh to come forward and complaint about their problems.
This table will be used for saving the data about all the roads. The address of the road and the location. There will be data about the road name, in the word the road is situated, road Thana ID and the status of the road. This table will help the admin to know about any Road and its condition. It will also provide information to authority off road and highway.
saving the details about the users. There will be images of the users, present address, permanent address, contact number, employee ID, joining date, date of birth, gender, marital status and lastly national ID number.

5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design

In this section we will discuss about the front end design. In which part we have used which type of code and implementation will be explained here.

Figure 5.11: Example of Front-end Implementation

In this code we can see we have worked about the Header part. In Hyderabad we have the title, icons of social medias such as facebook, Twitter, google Plus and LinkedIn. These are the links of complaint portals in various social media platform. Via those social media platform anyone also can submit your problem. In header part there are also hotline number through which anyone can call and know about more about the system and submit your problem.
Figure 5.12: Example of Front-end Implementation

This is a snap of navigation bar of the web portal. There are different items in navigation bar. They are home, about, video, newspaper, find place, live TV, post office info, registration, login others. In the above code we have built this navigation bar.

Figure 5.13: Example of Front-end Implementation

This is snap of the code of slider we used some pictures to make the slider. In slider there will be some pictures of previously uploaded complaint.
5.3 Implementation of Interactions

We used HTML, HTML5 to design the layout of the system. CSS and css3 helped us to customize the design. We used Bootstrap to make it responsive in any kind of platform and cross browser support. Between receiving the request and responding, the server usually queries the database and feeds it into a template. Once the page is loaded in the browser, HTML defines what things are, CSS how they look and JS any special interactions. Ajax was used to make the communication json also used to maintain the responses the system created. Ajax allowed ask to load data without refreshing the page the subsequent rendering will be done on client side browser.

5.3 Testing Implementation

We tried to implement testing with different tools. Without testing an application can’t be launched.

5.3 Test Reports and Results

Here is some example of test report.

![Testing Report]

Figure 5.14: Testing Report
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Scope

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion

The proposed system represents a web application which can be used as a platform to complain. User will upload photo of their Complan and the details about the problem they face the system can be used from pC and Android.

During the development of this project we have started the working principle of web application. specially we had to learn HTML5, css3 ,javascript ,jQuery ,json,PHP ,mySQL. We have also studied a framework of PHP called codeigniter .

The proposed system is developed with the combination of above stated to which will lead the user to hassle free use of a complaint portal

6.2 Scope for further development

They are is a huge scope for further development. In running process the system is working slower than expected. Now we are using a model which can be accessed slowly. we will try to speed up the model.

There are not any pictures to sending SMS to the complainers mobile phone. We will use or develop a system to do that.

The data will get from the complainers can be researched.
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